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PREFACE 

T his volume is int.ended as t he proceedings of Sapporo Symposium on Partial 

Differential Eqllal,io lls , held on July 30 throtlgh August. 2 in 2002 at Faculty of 

Scicnce, Hokkaido Un iversity. 

Sapporo Symposium on PDE has been held annually to present the laiclSi de

velopments on POE with a broard spectrum of in te rests not Ijmit.ed 1,0 the methods 

of a. part.icular school. Professor Taira Shi rota started t he symposiulIl more than 25 

years ago. ProfC'ssor I";:oj i Kubota. and Professor Hcntaro Agcmi who mad(' a large 

contribu tion to it.s organization for many years. 

We alwa.ys t,!i,U1k their significant cont ribution to the progH's5 of the Sapporo 

Symposium on PDE. 

T. Ozawa, Y. Giga, S. J imbo and G. Na.kamura 
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NONLOCAL EVOLUTION PROBLEMS 

M. Chipot 

AJlgewandt c Mathematik 
Univcrs it,iit Ziirich 

Winterthurerst r. 190 
CH·8057 Ziirich 

Let n be a smooth b01lnded open subset of R II with bounda.ry r . Suppose t hat r is divided 
in to 1"' 1) and I\ v = r\f I). Let (lih (1.0 be cont inuolls fuudions uniformly bounded such 
t hat for some positive conta nt A it holds that 

" L a;j((){;(j e: AI(I' V( E R ", V( E R. (1 ) 
i,j=1 

Set 
" 

A = A (() = L 8., (a;j()8 • .J (2) 
i ,j= 1 

where 8~; denot.es t he part ial derivative in t he direction Xi. Denote also byavA the usual 
conorma l deri vat.ive ;L,",social,cd to A. Tilen , one can ca.o;ily show that there exists a solution 
1.0 the problem 

'" - A(e(tL(., t» )u + "o(e(tL(.,1»)" = f III n x R+ , 

a'IM/("' .,, ) ) ) 1/.(.'1;, t ) = 0 for 1; ErN, t E R+ , 
(3) 

U(3; , t ) = 0 for x E rD ll E R +, 

u(. , O}= ·uo III n, 

where 

t(,,(. , I» = In g(x) u(x,l)dx. (4) 

1 , 9, Uo being functions in L:!(n). Then, an in teresting issue is to study the asymptotic 
behaviour of 11(., l ) when t goes to +00. The problem passes of course through the fi rst 
s tep of findi ng the l"t.at.ionary so lu tions to (3). Le t li S sct. 

A = A (C) = A(() - (to() (5) 

and for ( E R in trod uce \jJ = tlt A {() the weak solut ion to 

(5) 
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\'Ve can easily set"' that to every solution of the stat iollary problem a"~...,ociatcd t.o (3) i.c. to 
every solu t ion of 

{ 

- A (e(a))" = f ,n n, 

O"A(t{UI)U(X) = 0 for x E r N, u(.c) = 0 for x E fo , 
(7) 

corresponds a solut.ion to t.he f'Clua.t ion in R 

(8) 

and conversely. Under reasonable assumpt.ions on A and (to it is easy to show that the 
righi, ha.nd side of (8) is uniformly bounded and t.hus (7) admits at least one solut.ion . 
However S(weral solutions might also exists. This complicates t.he st. udy of the asymptoti<.: 
behaviour of (3). In the <.:ase where 

A(() = u(OL'. , "0 = 0 , r D = r (9) 

(6. is the Laplace operator) the problem has been investigated in [3], [4] a nd [5]. In t his 
C(lSC the problem is a little bit peculiar since the solu t. ion to (6) is given by 

'P 
oj! = u(() (10) 

where t.p is the solution to 

{ 

-L'.'P = II in n, 

'P(") = 0 for x E r . 

(1/ denotes the outward unit normal to r N). Thus, in this ca"e (8) becomes 

(11) 

(11 ) 

Clearly this equation call have severa.! solut ions. Su<.:h a simple equation docs not arise in 
the caseS 

A() = u()L'. (lu = 1 (12) 

or 

J1 () = L'. "0 = "(0· (13) 

Thus in this case the stationary problem (7) is more complicated to solve a nd t.he asymp
totic behaviour of (3) morc involved (sec [IL [2]). This are somc of t bese isslies t bat we 
would li ke to consider here. 
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Analysis of singular sets 
of Landau-Lifshitz system * 

Liu Xiangao 

inst.it.u t.e Mathematics, Furan Uni versity, Shanghai 200433, China 

1 Abstract 

The aim of this work is to analyze the singular set.s of stationary weak solutions 
to the Landau-Lifshitz sys tem of Ferromagnetic sp in chain from a nt-dimensional 
manifold M into the unit. sphere S2 of RJ. Landau-Lifshitz system is very similar to 
the heat. fl ows of harmonic maps into sphere in the Conn. However the mOllotonicity 
inequality, wliich plays a n important role to get partial regularity, does not hold in 
this casco This becomes a large barrier to regularity. In the present not.e we get a 
generalized mOllot.onicity inequality. and prove the partial regularity of the stat ion
ary weak solu tions with zero m-dimensional parabolic metric Hausdorff measure of 
sillgular set. l"urthermore suppose that Uk ----+ U weakly in WI ,2 (M X ~,S2 ) and 
t hat Et is the blow up set for fixed t. In here we prove that Et is a l£m- 2- rect ifi a ble 
set for almost a ll t E R+. And then we reveal the blow up formulas aud expose 
Et mot ion by quasi-meau curvature under some assumptions. T his investigation is 
ins pired by the study OIl the heat How of harmonic ma ps. 

It is well known that the Landau-Lifshitz sysl,cllI describes the evolution of sp in 
fields in contiuuulTl ferrimagnetism (sec [LLJ). It takes the form 

OtU = - Q'IU X (u x Fe/J) + 0:21£ X Fe/J, 

where 1L = (1).1, u2 , u3
) : M x Il+ ----+ n3 is the spin field , "x" denotes the vector cross 

product in R3 ,CXI > 0 is a Gi lbert damping constant, 0:2 is a exchange constant , 
and J~/J is the effective field containing contributions from exchange in teraction 
crystalline anisotropy, magneto-static self energy, external magnetic field , etc (sec 

· This work is support.ed by NSFC. 
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ILNJ). T he magnitude or the spin is fini te, i.e.) lul2 = E~= , (ui ):.! = 1. We consider a 
typical rorm or F~JJ cor respondillg to t he pure isot.ropic case and without external 
magnetic fields, i.e. F~JJ = 6.u. In t.his case the Landau-Lirshitz etluat.ioTl reads 

atu = -a,,, x (u x L'.u) + a," x L'.". (1.1 ) 

T he syst.em (1.1) was first derived 0 11 phenomenological grounds by Landau-Lirshi tz 
ILLJ. It plays a fundamental role in t he understanding of l1on-equiUbrium mag
netism. Whcn 01 = 0, t his system is called as Heidelberg system. 

We also get the following equivalent equat.ion 

A,att< - A,,, x a,t< = L'.t< + IV"I ' ". 

The initial date is proposed by 

u(x,O) = ",(x), wiLh 1",(x)1 = 1, x E M . 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

RecenLly I3.Guo,M.Hong IGAI and F.A1ougcs A.Soycur lAS] have esLablisbed 
the global existence of weak solutions for the Landau-Lifshitz equations in higher 
dimens ion. 

A natural problem is: how is t he regu larity of weak solu tions to the Landau
Lifshi tz system in higher dimension'? 

Qne has seen that the Landau-Lifshitz system of t he Ferromagnetic spin chain 
contained t he heat now of harmonic maps from Minto S2 (if Q2 = 0, Q I = 1) 
and the equation or harmonic maps (if 8,u = 0). So olle cannot expect any regular 
properties ror the general weak solutions of the system without any coudi tion based 
on thc results a.bout t he regu larity of harmonic maps. Indeed, T.H.iviere has con
structed a weak ly harmonic map u E W 1,2(B3, 52) which is discontinuous almost 
everywhere in B3 . Thus a more res trictive class of t he weak solutions should be 
considered. Indeed , M.Fcld mall has proposed a restrictive condi tion for the weak 
solu tions of the heat flow, as follows the stationary condition of the domain vari
at ions ror the hannollic maps, i.e. so ca.lled "stabi li ty hypothesis". An important 
role of this condition is which implies the rnonotollicity of the " normalized cnergy". 
For hcat fl ow thesc monotonic inequalities have been proved by M.Struwe. It is 
ullforLunatc that the monotonic inC(IUai ity don' t hold in present case. Maybe this 
is a crucial reason that up to now one could not obtaim!d the regularity of weak 
solutions of this system in higher dimcnsion. 

DEFINITION 1.1 u(x, L) E W"1 ,2(Rm x 14, S'.!) is called a stationary weak solution 
of (I .~), if it is a weak solution of (1 .. 4) and satisfies the foll owing two assumptions: 

r 2(A,t<t - A," x u,)(· Vt< - IVul'div( + 2iJ;ua,,,a;(' = 0; (1.4) In ... 

- 5 -



Whe"e t2 > tl > O. /tmctiotts (. {) satisfy the following conditions: 

( E C'(R'" X II.., R"') , 11 E C' (R'" x 14), {) ~ n, 

(,11, V(:I:,t)(, V(:I:,t){), are bounded on Rill x 14 , 

((, I) , "(. , I) E cri (R"'). 

When the equality in {1.5} holds, ti is called a strong stationary weak solution. 

We have 

THEOREM 1.1 Let M be a m -dimensional smooth com/Jact Rematming manifold. 
Assume that u E W 1,2 (M x 14.82 ) is a global stationanJ weak solution oj the 
Landau-Lifshilz syslem {1.2} {1.3} wit/, E(uo) < 00,1,,<>1 = I, where E(u) = 
ft.., IVuI 2dV. Then the1'e exists an open 3ubset U of M x R+ ,mch that u E 

COO(U,5') and Ihe singular sel 5in9(") of u salisfies 'H~'(5ing(u)) = 0 where 'He 
denotes lJaraboiic metric Hausdorff measun~. 

Now we shall consider a sequence Uk of sta.tionary weak so lutions of (1.2) with 
iuitial data 'Uk (x, 0) and In'" IVUk(X, 0)1 2 

::;: A. By the energy inC<luality we have 

T herefore we may assume that 'Uk --t 'U weakly in W 1,2(Rm x 14,82
). 

The small energy regularity and (1.6) imply we may assume that 

1\7".1'(' I)dxdl ~ l\7ul'(·, I)dxdl + v,dl, 

18,u. I'(. , I)rb;dl ~ 18,,,1'(, I)dxdl + 1', 

in the sense of measure as k --t 00, where Vt is a nonnegative Radon measure in 
RIrI supported in E l l 11. is a nonnegative Radoll measure in R"l x f4 supporled in 
E. 

We have 

THEOREM 1.2 Lel1tk be strong stationary weak solutions of {1.2} with initial en
ergy EkO ::;: A. Then for almo,'jt eve1'1/ t E 14, lit is 1l",- 2-rectifiable, therefore Et is 
1C,,- 2 -mctiJiable. 
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T HEOREM 1.3 Suppose that Uk m·e stmng statiouanJ weak solutions oj (1.£) and 
the limiting map u is also a stmng stationary weak solution oj (l.£)J then the blow 
up measm·e {lid is a generalized Bmke motion. 

THEOReM 1.4 SUP1JOse that blow up set Et oj Landau~ LiJshitz system (1.£) with 
Al ~ 2jA2j is a smooth J(tmily oj submaxillas in R'" and assume that it is a general~ 
ized flmke' flow in the sense oj l'lteorem above. Then EL is a quasi~mean curvature 
flow. 

In the following we allalyze what happc ll at. blow up points. More generally we 
assume t ha.t u(x , t) is a s t rong stationary weak solu t ion of (1.2). Let Zo = (xo, to) 
be a siugular point of u. Set Uk(Z) = u(xo + rkX, to + r~ t ) where x E Rm and 
t E R_, t.hell Uk satisfies (1.2) and by scaling . for any z E nm x R _. 

\Ve see that for small rk 

and 

J. lil,ukl' ~ cJ. l'\7ukl' ~ C(Ilo).' 
Pl/~(z) PL(Z) 

Denote , ror fixed constant 6 > 0, 

Dk = {z En'" x ILlxo +TkX E a,(x.),to +1·~t E Ito - b',to +b'I} , 

t hen Dk ---+ Jr" x R_ as k ---4- 00, since rk ---4- O. T hererore there is a subsequence (still 
denoted by 7'k) rk ---4- 0 such that Uk(X. t) ---4- v{x, t ) weakly in W/::(R'" x R_, S2), 

l'\7u,I'(·, t)dxdt -> l'\7vl'(" t)dxdt + v,dt 

and 
lil,ukl'(·, t)dxdt -> 18,vl'(-' t)dxdt + I' 

ill t he sense of measure a~ k ---4- 00, where ilL is a. nonnegative Radon measure ill 
RIn supported ill E', fJ. is a llollllegativc Radoll measure in Rill x R_ supporled in 
E. 

THEOREM 1.5 IJ Zo = (xo . to) is (J blow UI) point, then we have two blow 1£1' Jo.,-
Tlmla.5 

(1.7) 
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(1.8) 

where (E Cij(R"', Rm) aud {) E Cij(RIII, n.~). 

Acknowledge ment Author would like La thank Professor Norio Kikuchi for his 
often help. 
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Magnetic clusters and fold energies 
Motohiko Kubo (Hokkaido Universit.y) 

Divis ion of Mathematics, Gradual School of Sciencc, Hokkaido University 
kubo§mat h.sci.hokudai. a.c.jp 

This is it joint. work with Y.Giga and Y.Tollcgawa. 

1 Introd uction 
We arc concerned wit.h variational propcrtiC8 for a fold Cllcrgy in the unit disk 
no c R2 of the form 

fo r a unit. gradient. field 'Vu = (:~ , ~), 1l = u(x, y) when 'Vu is dailatiOIl 

invariant. Here (I > 0 is a given positive number. Roughly speaking, Ev ... de-
flOWS the jump discont.inuities of 'ilu and l'ilu] represents the j ump on Ev ... ; (LS 
denotes the line clement. The precise definition of the energy E'I will be givon 
la~r. 

Our main results are 
( I )LI .compactness summari .. .ed as follows. 
If {E'(VUj)};EN is bou nded , then there is an L1 ·convergelll subsequence of 
('VtJj};eN.(Theorem 1) 
(2) /..' -lower semi-continuity of E' with rcspect to Vu.(Theorcm 2 ) 
(3)Chara.cterization of global minimizers such that ~(Vu) = O.(T hcorc m 3) 
(4)Stnbility of 'sadd le point' type stationary configurations is studied. 
Them is a tendency that more configurations arc stublc for larger q.(Theorem 4 ) 

2 Terminology 
To state our resul ts precisely we prepare several fUllcl.iOlla! spaces and notations. 
Let no be I.he unit open disk in R2. We call a vector fi eld V on no a cluslt:r if 
V E LOO(Oo) sntisfies 

{ 

curl V = O inOo\{O} (i) 
IVI = J ill no ( ii ) 

V(x ) = V(x') ifargx = rugx' (iii) 
Let K denote the :;ct of clusters. Then we are able to show that V E K has a 
potential, 
i.e. for any cluster V E K lhere exists a fUllction u all no to R such that 
Vu = V. We next define the sct of finite wall clus ters and the fold energy for a 
fillite wall cluster. If a dust.cr Vu E K is not smooth at Xo E flo . then Vu E K 
is not smooth on the line 1(0) = {x E 00 I 0 =: argxo = argx} . We call such 
1(0) a wall of Vu E K. H a cJust..cr Vu E K has finitely many walls. then Vu is 
c.'l.lIed a finite wall cluster. We denote the set of fin ite wall dusters by KI ' 
For a given (I > 0 we define the fold energy Ej 011 K I as follows. 
For Vu E KI we set 

E'}('1u) " 1 i l'1ul (%)1' <is 
ul(6) 

- 9 -



where \ J'Vu](x) \ is the s i~e of t he jump of 'Vu at. x E UI(O). 

Let 

K~:::= {'Vu E K J 3{'VUj}j€N C K f S. t . 'VUj ....... 'Vu i n £ 1 

SliP Ej(VUj) < oo}. 

We cull t.his :;ct /(~ the set. of limit du~ters. 

We consider the I} -Iower semi-cont.inuous rel<l.Xat.ion E!, of Ej Oil j(~. III fad, 
for a lim it c1ust.er Vu E /(!" the fold energy of Vu is defined by 

£"loo(Vu) = illf{lim£){Vuj} I {VU,}jEN C Kf wit.h VUj --+ Vu in £1 

E'j(VUj) < oo}. 

3 Main results 
Theorem I (L I-compact.ness ). 
Assume thnt {V1lJ }j€N C K!, and tlmt .£"loo(VUj) is bounded i ll j. 
Tncll tlwrc exists Ii subsequencc {V'Uj(lI:)heN of {VUj};eN lUJd tllere exists a 
V 'tlO E K2.0 sue/! tJmt '\7Uj(lI:) COIlVf.!f'gcs to VtJo in £1 (00 ), 

Sketch of the proof. 
It is enough to prove for the set of finite wall clusters. 
For any V'Uj of finite wall ciust.cr we define 9j : 0 :: a rgx --+ argVuj(x). Such 
singlo-valllL'tl fUllction 9j exist.s since V'Uj is a unit gradient field ( ii ) and satis
fies dailation invariancc (iii) . 
We next. int.rod ucc a map M such t.hat. {M(gj)}jeN is uniformly bounded and 
eq uioout.inuous. So by t he AscoH-Arzela theorem there ex ist.s a subsequcncc 
{M(gj(k»)}kEN of {MCqj)}iEl'I aud a OOlltinuous funct ion h such that M(gj(k) 
converges uniformly to h. This h has a function 9 wit.h M (g) = Ii and this 9 SHt.

isfies the property t hat. (cos 9j{lI: ) (::r:), sin gj{k) (x) oonverges to (COIl g(x), sin 9(X)} 
almost. cvcrywhere x E 0 0. Thus we cnn get a subsequcncc as rccjuired. 

Theorem 2(L I -lowcr scmi·continuit.y ). 
Assume UUlt Vu. E K!" {'VUj};eN C K!, and t/lllt VUj cOll vcrgcs to 'Vu iII 
L' (n.). 
Then E~(V'u) S li!"!l ilLf E"oo(VUj) 

,-~ 

Moreover, E'leo = £) 011 K J. 

Sketch of t h e proof. 
It. is clear by definit.ion of t he fold energy E!, on t he set of limit cl usters. 

Theorem 3(Globallllinimizers). 
Following two staicmctlt MC ccluivruCllt . 
{a)V1L E }(!, is a globlll millimizer O1J K~ of Eg.,. 
(b}Vu E K:.o is cit/lCr argV'u(x)=arg(x) or arg'Vu(x)=arg( - x) or argV'11::C. 

Sketch of the proof. 
Assume (b), t hen it is obvious that (11) holds. 
On the other hand if V'u E K6., is a global minimbwr 0 11 j(6c of E2.0 thcu 'ilu has 
no wall bt..'Cau5e we know there exists some Vtt E K2.0 S<.1.tisfying Eg.,(Y'u) = O. So 
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we (;..'\ 11 get the remit (b) as re<lui roo . 

We cons ider a typical series of configurations which is eXJlccted to be statio n<U"y 

for E~. 

Dclin ition . 
For givcrl {OJ };~ I c (0, 211"] satisfyirlg ( I ), ( II ). 
( I )0 < OJ < O2 < .. . < O2" :'S 211" 

( IJ )Oj+1 = OJ +.!.7r for Vj = 1, 2"" ,2n - I 

" We defil/e 'Vui") E KJ as follows. 

Vuin ) E 1< j IiIL'> 2n wwls {l(Oj)};:!, ] 8l1d s<ltis/i(Js for fill x E no with argx E 
(0, ,0;) 

(n) ((. n+ I) _(. n+I)) 'Vu . (x) = cos 01 - ~ , Sill 0, - ~ . 

Theorem 4 (Loca1 minimi7..ers). 
Assume I.flat q > 0 and n E N\{ I} satisfy q sin2 ~ - I > 0 and t fl at Vu~n) E 

2 .. 
Z'-!n' 
Thcn t'JJCTC exists eo > 0 s uelJ tIlat E"<>o{ 'i7u~,. » :'S E!:.(Vu) for My Vu E K~ 
wit" II Vuin) - 'VuliL.' < £ 0 

Sketch of the proof. 
It is enough to prove for the set of finite wall clust.ers. 
We fi rst prove t he followiug proposit.ion . 

Propos ition. 
There exis ts two poshi vc lIumbers £1 and £2 sudl tlmt jf '\71.1 E K J Slitisfies 

lI 'VuI") - VuliL. ' < £1 and E'j('Vu) < Ej(Vui") + e2 tllCIl '\71.1. IJlls exactly 2ft 

walls aJld CiJCIJ wall is located ncar cadI those of Vui
n

). 

By Ilsing this propo.o;;ition we can paramet.criy.c such '\7u. So we can paramet.cri7.e 
t he ra id energy of sudl 'Vu, too. 
T hen the ro ld energy has a (; ri t ical poi nt at 'Vui") and Hessian or the fo ld ellergy 

a t '\71J.~n ) is as follows. 

HcssEj I ( .. )= C{q sin2 2~ - (}A 
v". n 

where C is a posit ive constant alld A is a posil.ive matrix . 
Thus if q si n:.! ,'II - 1 holds then '\7uin) is a local minimizer . . , 
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Corollary. 
Assume that , ~ 
f/ > 0 tUJd n E N\{I} S<ltisfy qsin '2- - 1 < O. 

n 
Then 'ilu:n) E Z2" Me not local mjllimizcrs. 

4 Related works 
H.A.M. van dell Berg studies magnetic thin Him as foUows.[61 
A magnetic ficld M 0 11 a domain (} of R'2 is Co:'!.lIcd a magnetic cluster if 
M E L<>O(n) sat.isfies 

{ 

div M = 0 in n 
IVI = C ill n 

M ·fi = O onon 
where C is 0" givc/J constant and 1/, is tIle unit outer v{..'Ct.er a ll ofl. 
He provided many examples of magnetic clusters. 
Many people s tudy tbe problem without dailation invariancc. In gencml we 
don't know the existencc of globa1 millimi:f.crs of the fold energy on the set. of 
l)()iutious of the 2-dimensional eikonal C<luat.ion under suitable boundary t"ondi
Lions. There are several examples t.hat distance fUllction is not. Lhe minimizer 
of the fold cncrgy.[2],j5j 
If '1= 3 thon the fold energy is lower :;emi-coutilluous ami compact.ness holds. If 
q> 3 t.hen t.he fold energy is not lower scmi-coutinuous. 
We conjecture that compactness doesn't hold if q> 3.f!1.[3j[4] 

5 Motivation 
We would like to st.udy the stabilit.y of stat.ionary staLe on the set of limit. clus
ters of the fo ld energy to find and classiry locnl minillli7..crs. We have given 
examples of stationary state whose stability depends on q> O.(Thcorcm 4 ) We 
conjecture t hat there is no local minim izer expect examples but. we did lIo t pur
sue this problem here. 
In our s tudy it is very important t lmt configurations arc restrict.ed as clusters, 
which satisfy dailation invariance. 111 general we expect that COlll lx"lCtl1e)S de
pends 011 q>O if we consider clusters without dailation invariance. Originally 
we thougllt slich compactness depends on q CVCII for clusters. But it turned out 
that our compactness result does not depend 011 (I . So the compactnCSli property 
may be different between clusters and general configurations. 
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LOGARITHMI C SOBOLEV I N EQUALITY FOR INFIN ITELY 
DEGENERATE ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 

Yoshinori MO RlM OTO (Kyoto Univers ity) , C hao-Ji ang XU (Rouen University, l?ranee) 

l. NOTATIONS AND RESULTS 

I n th is work, we cOII~idcr a, system of vec tor field s X = (XI,·· . I Xm) defi ned on an open 

domai n n eRd, We suppose that Lllis system sa ti sfi es t.he following logarithmic regularity 
estimates, 

II(IogA)'ulli, $ C { t, IIX,ulli, + lIulli, } , Vu E c8"(ii), (I) 

where 1\ :;: (e + 1012)1/2 =< 1) >. We call find some sufficient co nditions for this estimates 
for excmple in (1 , 1]. Till.' typica l example is the system in Rl such as XI = lll:Il X1 = 
e-l.rd-

1
!. ar 2 with s > o. Rema rk lhat if s > 1, the estima.te (11) implies the hyocl liptici ty 

of the infin it.ely degenerate ell iptic operators of second order 6.x = Li=l X; X)' where X; 
is the formal a.djoint of XJ • 

If r is a. smooth s urface of fi, we say that r is nOli characteri stic for tile SYSLcIll of vector 
field s X, if for i\ny point Xo E r, t)lcrc ex is\..s at leas t onc vcctor field of X I,··· ,X", wh ich 
~ transversa'! to rat Xo. Let now r;;;;; UjEJ I.., be the union of a. fa.mily of smooth su rface in 

n. We S<1y that r is non charact.erist.ic for X , if for an)' point. Xo E r, t.here exists at leas t 
one vec lo r fie ld of X\, ··· ,X", which lraverscs I i at. :to for all j E Jo = {k E J; Xo E rd· 
Por t.his S(.'Co nd casc, th e typica.l example is XI ;;;;; OXI , X2 ;;;;; eXl)(-(xisiIl 2(:1 ))-1/2')OX2' we 

have r j ;;;;; {X I ::; 1},j E Z \ {OJ , 1(, ::; {Xl ::; O} , and Xl is transverse to all rJ,j E Z. 

Associated with the syste 11l of vector field s X ::; (Xl , ··· ,Xm ), we define t he following 
fu nction s pa.ces : 

Take now n cc n, we s uppose t hat f)f1 is Coo and non characte ristic for t he system of vector 
fields X. We define Hl,o(f2) ::; {u E Hl(!1)i u!&n::; OJ, t hat this is a Hilbert space. 

Our fir st resu lt is t he foHowing logarithmic Sobolev ineq uality. 

Theorem 1. SUl)pose that tIle sys/.em of lledor /iellis X ::; (X I, ... , X m) Ilerijies the estimates 
(!7) lor some s > 1/ 2. Then th ere exists Co > 0 such that 

In lvi' log" - ' (II~~~' ) $ Co { t,IIX, vll~, + IIvlli, } , (2) 

[01' all v E 1I1,o(rI ). 
Comparing th is inc<luality wiLh that of finite degenerate case of I-Iormandcr's system, for 

exa.mple, for Lhe system Xl ::; all' X 2::; X70;':2 011 R2,wc have (see [7]) 

( 
2 k '1 2 ) 'i' IIvll", $ C 118,vIlL, + IIx,8,vlb + IIvlb 
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ror rill IJ E Cu(f2) , wit.h l' = 2 +~. Consequcnt.l y, ir k go t.o in/iuity, we can on ly expect. to 
gain t.he 10ga_riLlnuic est.imat.es as (77). That. means t.hat we a re not in the elliptic case or [1]. 

Similarly to the elliplic a.nd s ubelliptic case (sec [7]), by usi ng the Sobolcv 's inequalit.y, we 
s lud y the rollowing semi-linear Dirichlet problems 

6 xu = au log lul + bu , 
ulan = 0, 

whcrc a,b E R. We ha.ve the rollowing theorem. 

(3) 

Theorem 2. We suppose lIwl the system of vt:ctm· fields X = (Xl,··' , X m ) satisfies th e 

following hypotheses : 
11-/) an is Coo and non characteristic for· lhe sysfem of vce/or fields X j _ 

11-2) the 8Y$/,em of vector [ie/ds X satisfies the finit e type of lIormarl(fe)·'s condition on D: 
except. on tl7liOll of smooth surfaces r which al'C 1lOll charncter1sLic fa)· X. 

11-3) the system of veda)· fields X ve7·ifies the estimate$ (!?) f07· s > 3/2. 
Suppose il -:f:. 0 in (1?). Then lhe semi-linear· Oi)-iehicL problem (??) pos.ses lit least one 

non trivio/ weak solution u E H,~,o(Q) n U>O(Q). Moreolle 7·, if (L > 0, we have u E COO (f.! \ 

r) nCU(!'i \ r) and ,,(x) > 0 rD<· "II x E f! \ /" 
As in the elliptic case, we do IIOt. know th e uniqu eness of solutions ( see [?]). The regula.rity 

of this weak solution near to the infinitely degene ra.te point or r is a. more complicate problem, 
which will be studied in our future works . 

2. LOGA llITUM IC SOBOL EV 'S I N ~~QUAL ITY 

We a rc following the idea. of (7] rOl" t he proor or Theorem ? '!. Take v E fl ko(Q), we use 
t,he same not.aLion ror the ext.ension by 0, As in t.he c1assica.1 case, t.here ex ists a. mollifie r 
fami ly {p~ ,E > O} such that p~ * v E CO', lime--+o pr; . v = v in L2 and II X (pt" * v)lIp -$ 
C {IIX vllt.' + IIvll,",} , 1I(logA)' (p, ' v)IIL' S; C{II (logA)'vIlL' + lIuIiL') w;lh C ;ndcpendent 
Oil c . We need only to prove the rollowing estima.te : 

.In lvi' log"-I CI ~~~' ) S; Cvll(logA) ' vll;~, (4) 

ror all ror 1) E C~(n). 
By the holtlOgcni zf\, tion , we prove c!'n ror v E Cr(f.!) and IIvllp = I. Since 28 ~ 1 > 0, 

we have 

.In lvi' I log lull,·- I < CIf!1 + r lvi' log" - I < Ivl > 
J1vl?e 

< Cu + r Ivl' log,·-1 < Ivl > . 
.In 

Since f.! is bou nd ed, v E LOO(Q) and 2s - 1 > 0, we have by the definition or Lebesgue 

integration 

r lvi' log"- I < Ivl >= -1= ,\, log'o-I < ,\ > dlll lvi > '\} 
.In 0 

= ,1.= (2,\ log,·-I < ,\ > +(28 - I) < ~J>, log"-' < ,\ > ) ~(Iul > '\)d'\ , 

where ItO is the Lebesgue measure. Since <;~, $ A,log < A > ~ I, we ha.ve t. hat 

,10 Ivl'llog Ivll'·- I S; Co + c. ,1.= ,\Iog,·- I < ,\ > /1(l vl > '\)d'\, (5) 
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So we need to estimate the second term of right hand sid e of (1?) . For A > 0 we se t 

v = V' ,A + v',A with V, ,A = v(Ol (I<I~ ,A). Then ~{ Ivl > >.) ~ p{lv, ,A I > %) + 1,{lv,,A I > ~) . 
For the first term we have 

IIV I ,AIIL~ ~ IIVI,AIIL' ~ IIvIlL' lIl { I'I~, A JIIL' ~ Cde~A 
Clloosc now A" ~ ~ log (~), we llave 1.L{lvl ,A~ I > ~} = 0, hence 

1,= >'Iog"- ' < >. > 1'(lvl > >. )d>. 

< Co + c,1= >'Iog"-' >'1'(1 vi > >.)d>. 

[
=, >. 

< Co+G's." ..\log'l$- 1>'p (lv2,A.l. l >2)d>. 

[

00 ]og'lS- 1 ..\ 
< Co + 2C.s . " ). IIv1,A~1I11d>' 

1= I ," - ' >. !, < Co + 2C, og >. lii«)I'd{d>.. 
e • {eERd;j{I:::o:"A. l} 

Now I ~I ~ eA.\ implies that). $ 4C d < I~I >d/2 . By IIsing Fubini t heorem we have 

1,00 >.Iog"- ' < >. > I'(lv l > >.)d>. 

1. j
'IC<I< I{I>,m log:h-I >. 

< Co + 2C, lii({)I' >. d>.d{ .' , 
< Co + 2C, 1. log"(,Cd < I{I >"!')lii() I' d{ 

R' 

< C,1. log" < I{I > lii({) I'd, = C,II(log A)'v Il I,{o) ' ., 
Here we have used the fact J~<l log2$ < I~I > Iv{~) 12d~ ~ J~d Iv(O)2d€ = I. Thll s \VC have 
proved (1?) by using (7 1). 

3 . V AR IATIONAL PROB LEMS 

For a E R, we study now t he following variational problems 

10 = inr {I IX vIlI'lo) - a r Ivl' log Ivl). 
IlvIlL2= 1,IIEIl,b(fl) in (6) 

The Euler- Lagran ge equation of this variational problems is th e followin g semili near Oirich
le I. problem 

6 xu = (LU log lui + fuu, 
ul,o = O. 

(7) 

If u is tl. weak solution of problem ('!? L for c > 0 we sel. 1t = CU, then IIUlll) = c > 0,1L ~ 
0, u E H 1,0 0J) and in the weak sense 

t:.xu = auloglul + (10 -Ioge)u. 

Choose c = e f,,-b > 0, we get the equation (77 ) . We have 

T heorem 3. Let a,b E R,a =1= 0, under' the hypotheses 11-1 ), 11-2) and fl- 3)! lhe Dirichlet 
problems (?7) has al. lenst olle non If'ivialwcok sol1Jtion u E H 1,0(0), u ~ 0, IluliLl > O. 
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The proof for the boundooncss a.nd regularity of weak solutions is complicate. 
Following lhis direction , we can study t.lw high order nonlinear cigenvaluc problems. Sup

pose that we have t he loga.rithmic Sobolev inequalily 

In lvi' lot+l (II~~~' ) :<; CO (IIX vll~'ln) + IIvlli.'ln») . 
For 0l !'" , a,1;; E R, we s tudy the vari<Ltiona l problems 

I I;; ... = inf I k ... (v), 
Q.l, ,Ok lIuIlL1= I ,uEJJi-.o(n) Ill, ,tlk 

with 
k 

1:" ... ,,,(1') ~ IIXvlli'ln) - j;a;1n lvi' log' 11'1· 

By similar calculus, we can prove that for ,\ny al , ··· , etl;; E R, there exists I ,~ , ... ,tlk such 
l halthe roJlowiug semiJinear Dirichlet problems 

llx u = L:J=I aJu log j lui + t!, ... ,tI.u, 
ulan = 0, 

has at least one non tri vial solution in 11 ,~ ,o(n), with tL> 0 a nd lIullL' = I. Moreover, we 
have similar regularity results as Theorem 11. 
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A Variational C ha racte r ization of 
t he Effective Speed of Inhomogeneous Travelling Waves 

Hiroshi MalanD (University of Tokyo) 

Travelling waves in heterogcneous media have gained much attention in the past decade 
in various fields of science such as ecology, physiology and combustion theory. Previously 
most of the mathematical studies were focused on sl>atially periodic cases, and little was 
known about the nature of traveling waves in spatially aperiodic media. This is in cotrast 
with the case of temporally varying media, for which there is a comprehensive study by 
Shen (1999). 

Recently I have int roduced the notion of travell ing waves in spatially almost-periodic 
media, including qua.:;;i-period ic olles as spccial cases. The concept is a natural ex tension 
of the classical notion of travelling waves, and I have discussed existence, uniqueness and 
stability of those travelling waves. 

To be more precise, a travelling wave is defined to be a solution whose "current 
profile" depends continuously on its "current landscape". Here, roughly speaking, 
the current profile mealls the shape of the solution (at each time moment) viewed from 
t he postioll of the "front", and the cu rrent landscape refers to t he spatial environment 
viewed from that positon . For example, in the diffusion equation of the form 

H, = Hz< + b(x)f(H) (x E R, t > 0), 

the current profile is u(x + «(tL tL where ((t) denotes the position of the front , and the 
current landscape is represented by b(x + ((t)). Thus, travelling waves are characterized 
by the formu la 

U'i""e, t) = W(u«!)b), 

where at denotes the shift operator g(x) 1-+ g(x + f), and W is a continuous map from 
the hu ll 

H,:= c1osure {u,bliE R } 

into an approp riate function space on R . By definition, allY travelling wave must have a 
clear "front", and one can show easi ly that the front travels at some well-defined average 
speed. 

There is a weaker notion of travelillg waves, which I call Hpseudo-travelling waves". In 
t he case of t he above one-dimensional equation , a pseudo-t ravell ing wave of speed cis 
defined to be a solution that satisfies 
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{
a if c> c 

lim u{x +Ct,t) = + 
Hoc 0'_ if c < c 

fo r any x E R , where !Y± are given zeros of /(1..1.) . Unlike t ravelling waves, pseudo
travelling waves lTIay have onJy rather a fuzzy front. Clearly any t ravelling wave is a 
pseudo-travelling, but t he converse is not generally t rue. However, one can show the 
fol lowing: 

('I) In the case of one-dimensional diffusion equation with a bistable nonlinearity, any 
pseudo-travelling wave is actually a travelling wave; 

(2) in the case of KPP (i.e. monos table) nonlinearity ill any space dimensions but with 
periodic inhomogeneity, again the same sta.tement as above holds. 

In t his lecture I wi ll mainly d iscuss two variational problems associate with travelling 
waves: 

T he first is the mini-max ch aracterizat ion of propagation speed, which is introduced 
by Vol pert et at for homogeneous problems and later extended to periodic problems by 
Heinze, Papanicolaou and Stevcns in t.he case of bistablc nonlinearity. T his method 
enables one to obtai n fine rigorous estimates of propagation speed. This method can be 
extended to qua.c;i-priodic or even almost periodic problems, but it raises a very intriguing 
question, which I will discuss in my lecture. 

The second is concerned with the minimal speed of travelling waves for KPP type 
equations. As conjectured by Kawasaki-Shigesada (1986) , and later proved by Hudson
Zillller (1995 for I-dim) and Bercstycki-Hamel (2002 for higher dim), t he minima] speed 
is characterized by a positive eigenfunct ion of a certaiH elliptic eigenvalue problem. In 
the case of quasi-periodic inhomogeneity) a similar characterization can be formulated , 
but the corresponding eigenvalue problem may no longer have a positive eigenfullction , 
because of the degeneracy of the differential operator. This difficul ty is related to the 
small divisor problem , which has bothered celestial mechanists since the 19th cent ury. 
However, by considering a «generalized" positive eigenfunction, one can partly overcome 
this difficulty and usc this eigenvalue problem to prove the existence of pseudo-travelling 
waves and to obtain estimates of tbeir minimal speed. 
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Solvability of viscous Burgers-like equations with 
linearly growing initial data 

Kazuyuki Yamada 
Deparment of Mathematics} Hokka.ido University 

This is a joint work with Y. Oiga. 
We consider a. viscous Burgers-like equation of the form 

&.u - 6u + divG(u) = ° in Rn x (O,T), 
ult={) = Uo in Rft , 

where at = of) . It is well-known that if 1Lo is bounded, (E) has a. unique global solution. 
t . 

In this paper we consider the case that '«0 is not bounded. This paper specifies the growth 
of nonlinear term as G(r) '" r2 for large T. A typical example is the viscous Burgers 
equation. OUf goa] is to solve the initial value problem when the initial data may grow 
linearly at the space infinity. We shall prove that the problem admits a unique local 
regular solution. The global existence is not expected in general since u(x, t) = _ _ x_ 

I-t 
is a solution of the viscous Burgers equation with uo(x) = --: x . We also obtain an 
optimal estimate of the exsitence time. In fact, the existence time interval (0, T) is 
estimated from below by a constant multiple over a Lipschtz bound for initial data, 
T ?: C, IIV'uoll~ ; here the constant is estimated by the structure of G , and IIVuoll~ is 

" Duo 
defined by lIV'uoll~ = L lIo;uoll~ , where 0;110 = 7):. 

i=1 XI 

To state our main result precisely we assume the following bounds for G = (G1 , .•• I Gn ) E 
C2+o(R;Rn) with some" E (0, 1): 

(C) 

C, := supsup IG;(T)I < 00, 

; . ER (r) 
C, := supsup 1G;'(r)1 < 00, 

i I"ER 
IG"(r ) - G"(r )1 

C3 := sup sup iii 2 < 00. 

j I"IJI"1ER ITt - '·21° 

Here we set (x) = JI + Ixt2 for x E R" and G~ is denotes the derivative of Gi . A typical 
example satisfying this assumption (C) is G;(r) = ,., (I ::; i ::; n). We prepare a few 
function spaces allowing growth at space infinity. Let L!, be of the form 

v., = v.,(R") = { I E Lf~(Rn) 1I/1I.,m:= 11{;~211. < (0) }. 
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Of course, L~ = V by defnition so that II . lip., = II· lip . Let X B be of the form 

X B = {! E CI(Rn) I II/lIx. := 11/11 00.1 + IIV/lioo < oo}. 
Theorem. Assume tha.t G E C2+a(R; R") satisfies bounds (C) . Assume that Uo E 

X B . Then there exist T ~ T, := C'II~"'lIoo and U E LOO(O, T ; Lf(Rn)) n C(Rn x [0, T)) 

tbat satisfies (E) in Rft x (0, T) with ult=(l = uo. Tbe existence time estimate T ~ To is 
optimal in the sense that a classjcaJ solution may not exist in [0, To) . 

Optimality is easily observed by the next example. 
Example. We take 

so that (E) becomes 
(El' 

The function 

C r' ,. = 1, G(,') = +, 

) 
C,x 

u(x,t = C C 
1 + 2 .t 

solves (EY with the initial condition u(x , 0) = C .. x, where C .. is a constant. [f C2C. < 0, 

the solution of (El' blows up at t = IC,l
C

,1 

(f (E) is the viscous Burgers equation, we can solve it by using the Hopf-Cole trans

formation. For example ",(x ) = x , we set v(x , t) = f.' u(y , t)dy + I (t) ( in this case 

I(t) = _ a_ ) and observe that v(x , I.) satisfies 
1 + t 

We set w(x , t) = e- i "("") and observe that w satisfies 

Blw - !:>.w = o. 

This equation is the heat equation. Since we are able to solve the heat equation by using 
the heat kernel, we can solve the Burgers equation. This method does not apply for our 
problem for n > 1. 

A classical result of Tychonov states that the Cauchy problem for the heat equation is 
uniquely solvable for continuous initial data lto(x) satisfying growth condition 
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for some positive constants C, a. Moreover, D. G. Aronson [AJ generalized the result of 
Tychonov for a parabolic operator with variable coefficients 

L" = 0,11 - Oi{ Ai;(X, t)o,lt + A;(x, t)uJ 

with suitable conditions for Aij and Ai for Uo satisfying 

for some positive constant b. He proved that there is a unique solution for Lu == 0 with 

ul f=o = Uo· 
K. Ishige [II proved that solvability of Cauchy problem: 

{ o,(luIP- 'u) = div(lVttlP--'Vu), 
Itt IP-' ''(. , O) = /'( .), 

for the initial data I-' growing at space infinity when (p - 1)/ f3 > O. There are some more 
results for nonlinear equations (see e.g. [I} , [BCPJ) but these results do not include (E). 

Idea of tbe proof. If Uo is bounded, (E) can be solved by the following iteration: 

(1) 

But ifuo is not bounded, it is difficult to solve (E) by the iteration (1). So we use another 
iteration: 

"H.(t) = e'''"o - J.' e('- ·)"VUH'(S). G'(u.(s))ds. (2) 

To use this (2) it is necessary to study the solvability of the linear equation: 

Ot V - l:l.v + Vv· p - vq = 0, (3) 

for v E UIO(O, Tj UIC), p E VIC (0, T; Lj), q E LQO(O, Tj LQO). Fortunately, it is not difficult 
to solve the linear equation (3). Estimating the heat kernel in (2), we get the estimate: 

Since U n+1 satisfies 

0,(0,11.+.) + Ll.(O,II.+.) + V(o,u.+.)· G' (u.) + VII.+ •. G"(U. )(OiU. ) = O. 

The maximum principle for (3) yields 

II v ll~ ::; IIvoll~ + J.' IIq(s)II~lIv(s)lI~ds. 
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Applying the above maximum principle for 1), we get 

IIVUk+I(t)lI~ s IIVuoll~ + C, /.' IIVuk+l(s) II~IIVu.(s)lI~ds. 

By the Gronwall inequality IIVII.(t)lI~ satisfies 

for all k. 

IIVuoll~ 
IIVu.(t)lI~ $ 1 _ C,II Vuoll~t ' (5) 

By (4) and (5) we see that {u.} is a Cauchy sequence in L~(O, To - <;L~·l) for any 
e E (0, T) so that 'U:= lim 'Uk is solution of (E). It is easy to prove the uniqueness of 

'-4~ 
solution of (E) by using the maximum principle for equation (3). 

Remark. It is natural to consider a linearly growing initial da.ta. We give a 
formal argument to show that linearly growing initial data is allowed. We postulate tha.t 
u(x, t) = x· /(t) is solution of (E). By (E) II must satisfy 

x· /,(t) = a(lf -1)x·-' /(t) + ax·- 1 /(t)G'(x· /(t)) . 

We observe that the growth of the left hand side is x(f. By the assumption of G the 
growth of the right ha.nd side is x2(f-l. Hence U' must sa.tisfy 0' :$ 20' - 1 so that a ~ 1. 
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EXISTENCE OF THE GLOBAL ATTRACTOR 
FOR WEAKLY DAMPED, FORCED KDV EQUATIONS 
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1. I NT RODUCTIO N 

We consider the global atLractor of Korteweg de Vries equations with a weak 
dissi pation and an external forcing term: 

(1.1 ) 

(1.2) 

1 
8,u + ,u + ~u + 28.u' = J, 

u(x, O) = u,{x) E i/'(lI') 

where 11' is the one-dimensional torus and the unknown u maps T x [0,00) 
into lR, and the damping parameter I is positive constant, and the external 
forcing term f E i 2('JI') that does not depend on t . Here, we define £2(11') =. 

{u E L'(lI'); JTu(x)dx = OJ and 1'1' (11') = {u E H'(lI'); JT"(X) dx = OJ. The 
existence of the global attractor of (1.1 )-{1.2) wi th s <! 0 has been studied by 
many authors. In the present paper , we study the lower bound of s to ~ure 

of the existence of the global attractor. 
We recall the history of the dynamical study of (1.1)-(1.2). For classical 

smooth solutions to (1.1), i.e. solutions that start from initial data in f1 2(T), 
Ghidaglia (see [4]) provt'<i that the associated KdV scmiflow possesses a weak 
global attractor , i.e. a bounded subset of H2, t hat is invariant by the flow 
and that attracts all the trajectories when t goes to +00 for the H 2-weak 
topology. Moreover, this attractor has fi nite H I-dimension. This result was 
proved under the assumption that the external fo rce f belongs to HZ. Actually, 
it turns out that this weak attractor is a global nt tracto r for the }fz st rong 
topology (sec [5]). The next step is concerned with the issue of the regularity 
of t he attractor. In i 13], Moise and Rosa proved that if the external force 
J belongs to H 3, then KdV equation provides a dissipative semigroup in }f3 

that enjoys t he following property: if f E H J+k, then the global at tract.or for 
the }f3 topology is a compact subset of H 3+k. This result corresponds to the 
terminology of Haraux (see [9]), where the author proved a regularization at 

199 1 MatJU:11Iatics Subject Classification. 35Q53,58F12. 
Key 1110nls and pllrnses. Kd V equat.ion, Cauchy problem, global attractor, Fourie r re

striction norm, low rcguinriLy, I mcthod . 
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t = +00 for a dissipative wave equation. The asymptotic smoothing effect for 
dissipative nonlinear SchrOdinger equations was first proved in 16]. 

Next , we consider low regularity solutions. Bourga.in (see [11) proved I.hat 
the KdV equations (without diSSipation and forcing term) is time loc.:'1lly well
posed in i .2(T) by introducing Fourier resl.riction norm method. Because the 
KdV equations posses L2 conservation, this time local solutions automatically 
extend to time global solutions. Kenig, Ponce and Vega improved Bourgain's 
method and proved that the KdV equations (without dissipation and forc
ing term) is time locally well-posed in i['(T) with s > - 1/2 in [101. By 
using their method, Goubet proved that when the initial data is in £2(1I') , 
equation (1.1) possesses a compact global attractor in L2, that is a compact 
subset of 113 . These proofs of the time global well-poseclness and the exis
tence of global attractor are based on the conservation low. Actually, the Kd V 
equation possesses infinite conservation quantities, each of which is defined in 
/-f i(j E Z,j ~ 0). However, because the KdV equations on H' for s < 0 
have no conservation law, it seems difficult to consider the long time behavior 
in Sobolev space of negative index. Moreover, we do 1I0t know whether the 
solutions of (1.1)- (1.2) for s < 0 are measurable function or not, because the 
KdV equations on torus do not have smoothing effects. ]n [3], Colliander, 
Keel, Staffilani , Takaoka and Tao overcame this difficulty and proved the time 
global well-posedness of (1.1)- (1.2) with s ~ - 1/2 by introducing the operator 
I and calculating the modHied Energy, which is called "I -method". Naturally, 
the following problem arises. If a damping term and a forcing term are added 
to the KdV equation, does the semiftow corresponding to the weak solution in 
[3] also has a global attractor? We have the following theorem by using their 
method in [31 . 

Theorem 1.1. We assume s 2': - 1/ 2. Then, there exist lhe semigroup S(t) 
and maps M, and M, such that S(t)Uo is the unique solution of (1.1) - (1.2) 
and 

( 1.3) 

( 1.4 ) 

andJor t > T , 

( 1.5) 

S(t)uo = M,(t)uo + M,(t)uo, 

sup II M,(t)uoIlL' < F<, 
t > T \ 

where the constant f( depending only on IIfIlL' "nd -y and T, depending only 
on IIfllL', -y and ll"ollu.· 
Remark 1.1. In [12], i t was proved that the KdV equations on H ' is time 
locally ill-posed fa'· s < - 1/2 under the assumption that the flow map S(I) is 
Cl Freche-differentiable (see also [2lJ. ThereJore, the condition s ~ - 1/2 seem 
to be optimal. 
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Remark 1.2. We igno7'e the nonlinear term 48:z:u2 and let f = O. Then, we 
have 

1I .. (t)II//· = lIuoli//· exp( - -yt). 

ThereJore , the decay order oj IIM,(t)uolill' in (1.5) is optimal. 

Corollary 1.2. Let s ~ - 1/ 2. Then, equation (1.1)- (1.2) possess a global 
attmctor A in H~ , that is a compact subset 0/ L2. 

2. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1.1 AND COLORALLY 1.2 

We define m : R ~ IR be a smooth monoLone IR-valucd function such that 

{ 
1, I~I < N 

m(~) = N- 'I{I', I{I > 2N . 

We define the operator J as following - -1/(0 = m(~)J(~). 

Here, we summarize the properties of I . For any function J and s < 0, we 
have 

IIJIlII' S II I JilL' S N-' IIJIIII' 
Let jjj = i I!( !<N and §i = i ll( !>N' Then, we have 

119"11,' S II I JII 1,' , 119,1111' S Wil l JilL'· 
We apply "I-method" to (1.1)- (1.2). Then, we have the fo llowing a priori 
estimate. 

P ropos it ion 2.1. Let T > 0 be given and 'u be a solution of (1.1) - (1.2) on 
t E [0, TJ . We assume s ?: - 1/ 2, N 31:. > ",(, N I / 5 > C IT and 

(2.6) II Iuoll~, + ~,II I J lli., exp(2,T) < N6/'C" 

then we Iwve 

(2.7) II Iu(T)II~, exp(2,T) < C, ( II I uolli., + ~,1I19I1i., exP(2,r)) . 
We prove Theorem 1. 1 by using Proposition 2. 1. 

Proof of Theon:m 1. /. We choose TI > ° so t.hat 

(2.8) exp(2, T,) > 1I"" lI i,.IIJII ;} max { _ ,10'/3, (C,T, )- 10', 

(C,/2)"/(3+") lIuo II;;~O'/('+"), (2,-'C, ' II JII i., exp(2,T,)) -5'/ :O } , 

which ma.y certainly be done because s ?: - 1/ 2 and TJ depends only on II flk:z ,"'( 
and IItto ll /.'. PuL 
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Thcn, we have 

N J/
a > "'(. Nt/a> GIT" 

II /uolli, S N-"lIu()II;/. = N';' N-(,+,o,J;'lIuoll;/. < C,N';' /2, 
"(-'II I I IIL' exp(2"(Ttl < C,N";' /2. 

Thcrefore, from Proposition 2.1 we obtain 

(2.9) lIu(T,)II;,. S IIIu(T,)lIh < C, (W"lIuoll;/. exp(-2"(Ttl +"(-'11/11')· 
"rom (2.8), we have 

Therefore, we obtain 

(2.10) lIu(Ttllll/. < C3(I +"(-')11111;', < 1<, 

where 1<, depends only on 11111,' and "(. We next fix T, > 0 and 50lve (1.1)
(1.2) on [T" T, + T,I with initial data u(T,). Let [(, > 0 be sufficiently large 
enough to satisfy 

(2.11) [(,exp(2-y1) > max{,,(- 'O';3,(C,t)- JO' 

(C,' f( ,) -" ;3, (C,' "(-' 11/11;', exp(2"(t) r';"} 
for any t > 0, which may certainly be done because s ~ - 1/2 and](2 depends 
only on 11111" and "(. Put N-" = f(,exp(2"(T,). Then, fTom (2.11), tbe 
assumptions in Proposition 2.1 arc satisfied. Therefore, we obtain 

(2.12) II I u(T, + T,m, < C, (N-"lIu(T, ) II;/' exp( -2"(T,) + "(- '11111;',) 
< C, (K,[(, +"(-'11111;',) < K, 

where KJ depends only on II f lll.' and 'Y. For t > Til we define maps Ml(t) 
and M,(t) such that 

(2.13) A1,(tj7<o = §(i);, I ,M-;W;;o = §(i);, I 
1( 1<2N 1t;1>2N 

where 5(t)uo = u(t) and N = (f(, exp(2,(t - Td )r';". Then , for t > T" we 
have 

(2.14) IIM,(t)uoll;', < II /u(t)II;', < [(" 
(2.15) II M,(t)UoII;,. < N"lI/u(t)IIi., < f(,' [(,exp(-2,(t-T,)). 

LeL f( = max{l(~;', f(~';' f(~ ;' }. Theil , we have (1.4) and (1.5). o 
Proof of Colomlly 1.2. Prom Theorem 1.1, M2(t) converges uniformly to 0 in 
fi ll and MI(t) is a compact mapping for t large enough. Therefore, the scm i
grollp 5(t) is asymptotically compact (see [8)). From Theorem 1.1.I in [Il ), 
we have t.he existence of a grabal attntctor A for the semigroup. Moreover , A 
is a bounded subset of i}. By using a suitable version of a classical argument 
due to J. Ball , We obtain the compactness or A. 0 
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Asymptotic decay toward the rarefaction w;we~ of solutions for 

viscou ~ conservation laws in one-climensioll al half space 

Tohru NA K AMURA! 

We cOllsidcr the iuiLial-boundary value problcfll for scala r viscous conservation laws 

in ollc-dimc lIsiona.J half space lR+ := (0,00): 

'Ut + J(1L);r; = '/1.;>";1" X E R+ ! t. > 0, 
,,(0, I) = ,,_ , I > 0, 

u(x, O) = '"o (x) = { = ,,- , 
_lL+ , 

(J) 

x ---+ 00, 

where J is a. s moot.h function and u ± arc cOllsLanis. We consider this problem under 

the fo llowing a..<;.<;umpt iolls: 

I n ~ 3~ > 0, < < (/'() 0) " U, _ u _ u+ u . = , 

Under these condi tions, it. was a lready shown in 15] t hat the solutions of (1) converge 

to t he corresponding rarefaction waves as t --t 00. T he main purpose of the present 

research is to obta.i n the conve rgence ratc. The main theorem is staled as follows: 

Theol'em ] Let 1Lo - u+ E (H I n £1 )(lR+). Then the initial-bounda") value pf"Oblem (1) 
has a unique global 8olution 1L(X, t). M01'eovcr', u(x, t) satisfi es I.he following estimates: 

, 
11",(1) - r(t,)IIL' :S C(J + 0-' log(2 + I) , 

Ilu(l ) - r(l)IIL- :S C(1 + 1)- l log'(2 + I), 

where C is II positive constant depending only on 1l0. 

111 order to prove Theorem 1, we derive the smooth a.pp roximation w(x,l) of the 

rarefaction wave "(:c, t) by employing t.he idea of Hattori and Nishihara [2] . We de£ne 
w(w, t ) as a solul,ion t.o t.he folJowing Cauchy problem: 

{ 
1Ut + tint)z = wzz , x E H, l > - I , 
w(x,-I ) = w~(:r.:), x E IR, 

(2) 

' DcpartmCfll of MathclII ;ltical a lJd Computing Scicnccs, Tokyo Jmilil ulc of Tocllllology, Tokyo 152-

8552, Jal)1UI (looru@is. lilccil .ac.jp) 
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w!J ere tbe init.ial data. wht(x) is defined by 

" ( ) { /, (,,, - ), x < 0, (J'( ) ) 
Wo :r: := J' ( ) l L > 0 , u+, x> 0 

It( ).= { - 1'("+), :r < 0, (J' ( ) = 0) 
Wo x . J'( ) ,'-. u +, x> 0 

I3ec.:ausc (2) is t.he I3u rgers equ ation, we (; 01 11 get. the c.x pl icit, fonrllda of 1/; ( .1: , I.) by LZ siug 
the Hopf-Cole trnn!')fofm at ioll . Using W(3:, t), we defin e 'w(x , t) a.s 

w(x , I) := (J'rl(w(:., I). 

HaLlori and Nishihara show t.hat w(x , l) is a smooth apPl'Oximat.ion of rarefaction wave 
,eX , I) iii [2]. 

Lemma 2 POl' I ::;: p ::;: +00 and t ~ 0, w(x , t) satisfies the followings. 

(i ) ° ~ w(O, I.) - ,,_ ~ Ce- ' II+') 

(ii ) [w.(O, 1)[ ~ Ce- 'I IH), [111 .. (0, 1)[ ~ C.- 'I I+' ). 

' + ' (iii ) IIw(l ) - T(I)II •• , ~ C( I + IP " . 

(iv) IIw.(I)II", ~ C( I + 1)- 1+: , II w .. (I) [I ... ~ C( I + 1.)-1+,';; . 

(v) w. (x, I) > ° Jor x E JR. 

Successively, we define W(X, t) and 1/;(x, t) as follows: 

W('" I) := w(x, I.) - ", (x , I), ", (x , t) := (w(O, I) - .,,_).- ', 

where W (x, t) and '1/J(x , t) are ca lled "modified smooth approx imation" and "modifica
tion fundion" respecti vely. Using W (x , L), we defi ne the perturbation v(x, t) as 

v(:c, I) := ·,., (x , I) - W (:r, I). 

v (:c, l ) satisfi es the following equation : 

{ 

'U, + (J(W + 11) - J(W)). = 11" + R(x, I), 

11(0, I) = 0, I > 0, 

v(:c, 0) = vo(x) := ,,,,(x) - Wo(x) , x E JR+, 

_ L.J.!!!l. 2 
where R(x , I) - - / "Iw) w. - (J(W ) - J (w)). - "'zz + "'I' 
t.hat. R(x, t) sat isfi es 

(3) 

From Lemma 2 , we caJi see 

Makillg use of a st.andard itcratiolL method, it is shown t. hat the equation (3) has a. 

uuique soilltion locally in time ill the space X = CO([O, 1'jj H l(IR+)) (31' > 0). We have 
a. priori estimates alld L} -cst.imates for vex , t) as follows. 
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Proposilio n 3 (A priori eslimate) SUPlJOSe lhat Vo E I/ I(lR -+) . Then there C:Ll.sls lL 

l)ositive coust(mLs C such lhut the soluho1! v E X .'ml1.sJies lhe cstimn/.e 

11'1(/)11;,. -I- I' ll J W,(T)'1(T)II;" -I- 1I'1,(T)II;,. liT ::; C(lIvoIIJ,. -I- I ). 

Propos ition 4 (V-es timate) SUP1JOSe til at Vn E (H I n LI)(R+). Then the solution 

v E X satisJie.r.; the estimate 

Combiua.tioll of H I -estimr~tcs ;).IJ(IJ..J -cstima.lcs glves the decay cstimi\Lcs of 'Ii. 

Theore m 5 (Decayestima.te) SU1Jpose awl Vo E (/i l n LI )(lR+). Then the solution 
v E X 8alisjies the followi7L9 estimates j01' (lrbitranj con<;l(ml ~ E (0, t) : 

(i) (I -I- 1)1+' II'1(/)III, -I- 1'(1 -I- T)l+' {1Ivw.'1(T)lli, -I- IIv,(T)III. } ,iT 

s C( l -I- I )' log'(2 -I- t), 

(ii) (1 -I- t) l+' II'1A/)III, -I- 1'(1 -I- T) l+' { II vw.'1,(T) II;" -I- IIv.,(T)lIi, 

-I- J'(u_)'1,(O, T)' } dT ::; C(1 -I- ,.)' log 'O(2 -I- t). 
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An asymptotic expansion of solutions to the Lame 

systelll ill the presence of incillsions and applications. 

Hyconbac KaJlg 
Sdlool of Matllcmatic .... J Sciences 

Seoul National University 
Seoul 151-747, Korea. 

Ema.il: hkang@lnat.h .sl1u.ac.kr 

Suppose thai, all clas tic Hlt:.'ditul1 o ccupies <L bOlluded domaill f2 ill RJ, wi t h il COIl

nect.ed Lipschitz boulldary an. Let the I;onst.rult.s (,\ JI ) denote t he background Llunc 

coefficicnt. !5, that arc the eliLStic parameters in the absence of any iuliomogcllcitics. 
Suppose t.hat one or more clas ti c iuhomogc llcitics lie ill O. WI: first s uppose thaI. 
the inhomogeneity collsist of a single domain of t he form 

(O.l) 0 = Efl+ z 

where B is a bounded Lipschit.z domain in RJ , E denotes the order of magni tude of 
D and i.s smail , and z is 1.\ center of D. We assume that. t here exists do > 0 such 
t.hat 

(0.2) inf dist( x, an) > do _ 
zE /) 

Suppose that D has the pair of Lallie constants (X,ii) which is different frolll t.hat 
of the hackground cla.stic body, (.\.,/1 ). It. is always Msulllcd th;\L 

(O.J ) I' > 0, 3.\ + 2/.1 > 0, ji > 0 alld 3.\ + 2ji > O. 

We also assllme that 

(0.4 ) - - 2 2 (,\ - A}(I' - ii) 2: 0, ((,\ - ,\ ) + (,' - ji) i- OJ. 

We consider the following t.ransmis.<;ion problem associated Lo the system of elils
to.'i l.atics wit.h t JU! tradion boundary condition: 

(0.5) 
L" iJ ( au,) - Cj "kf - = 0 

ax ' 1 Dx/ 
j ,k ,I= 1 J 

in fl , 'i = 1, 2, 3, 

ai'l _ 
By 00= 9, 
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where :11 (lcoates the conormru derivat.ive associal.cd wit h the system of c!as t.ostatics. 
Here t he piecewise consl..mt, Lam(~ pammdcr Cijld is given hy 

(0.6) 
C'jkl ,= (.IX(!! \ D) + 3:X(D) )O;jO" 

+ ( ,'X(!! \ D ) + iiX(D) ) (o"Oj/ + O"Oj'), 

where;\ (D) is the chamderistic futlct.ion of D. Let tI ! be t he so lu tion (If (0.6). Then 
it: is e~lsy to SL'C Lha!. ti c convergcs, ill all appropriate Lopology, to the backgrouud 
6Oi utio ll 0, which is the solut ion of 

(0.7) 

, ( . ) . I) 0 IJU, 
L ax .' Cjj1d 8x I = 0 

j,k ,I : ] J 

in n, i = 1, 2, 3. 

1)0 I • 
avon = g, 

where 

We first derive an asymptotic expansion formula. of the solution It, in terms of U as 
£ tends to O. T ile asympi.()tic forll1u la lIl' lo lhe third order tenus takes the form 

:J :l 4-101 

(0.8) ,7(x) = O(x) + L: L: L: ,1'1+IPI+ I (IJ"Uj)(z)o~N(x, z) M~p + 0(<'), 
j:o=:] 101:0=: 1 1111= 1 

uniforml y for x E an. Here N(x, z} is the Ncum;ulIl fuudion function for t he 
problem (0.7), and M~(J is t he clastic moment tensor (or elastic polarization tensor ). 
I wa1ll. 1,0 emphasize that similar formula call be obtained even whell there are 
multi l)le iuhomogcllcit ies, ;ul(l when homogenei ties are hard inclusions 0 1' cavitiL"S. 

The clastic mome nt. t,CUSOI'Sl which arise uat.urally ill the asy uIPt.ot.ic e:qmn~-io ll , 

describe the disturbilllcc of the solu tion due to the discontinuit.y of t he Larue param
ct.t'fs along the boundary of D , and carry importrult information of D. T will explain 
sollie basic pl·opcrtics of these tensors such as symllletry aud J>ositive-dclinilellcss. 
I will also discuss t.he conncction of its eigcnvalues to some gcometric properties of 
D. 

The fonllula (0.8) has many pot.ential applications. Among t hem are an inverse 
problem to detect t he location and magnitude of t he inhomogeneity and compui.ation 
of the cfft.'Ctivc moduli. 1 will explain how one can use the asymptotic expansion 
formula to detect the inhomoge.ucity, wi t h possibly somc umucrical exampk-s. 

This talk is based on t he joint work with H. AlOmari , G. Nak.amura , lind K. 
Tanuma. 
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On large time behavior of solutions to the compressible 
N avier-Stokes equation in the half-space in R 3 

Yoshiyuki KAGEl 

Fac.u lty or Mathematics, I<yus hu University, 

Fllkuoka 812- 858 1, JAPAN 

In th is ta lk I am goillg to talk a.bout. large time behavior of solutions 
to the compressi ble Navicr-Stokes eq uat ion on the half spa.ce of R J. The 
results in this talk were obtained in a joint W01-J.: with Takayuki KOBAYASIII 
(I<yushu Inst . Tech .). 

We consider the init.ial bound ary value problem for t.he com l>rcssib le 
Navier-S 1.okcs equation in R~ = {x = (X',X3};:r.' E R 't, X3> O): 

PI + divm = 0, 

(I) m, + div("'~'") + \lP(p) = ,,6( :) + (" + v)\ld iv(';), 

rnlx~=o = 0, P(I=O = Po. 1nl,=0 = nlu, 

where p = p(l,x) is the density; m = (m .(L,x),fll2(l ,x), m;l(l,x» the mo
ment.um; a nd P = pep) t.he pressure; 11. and v a re viscosit.y constants sat.is
fyi ng jj > 0 and ~jj + v ? 0; (Po, mu) is the initial value, which is dose to a 
COllsta.llt state (p. , 0). I-I ere p. is a given pos it ive COll stanl. 

Matslimura. and Nishida proved in [12J that if lI(po - p' , mo)II/Px/p is 
sufficiently sma ll , then there exists a lIni<lue solution (p(l), rn{l) ) of (1) glob
ally in Lime and (p(!),m( ! )) ,.'isfies lI(p(!) - p',m(!))lIoo --> 0 as ! --> 00. 
Concerning the deca.y rate of the per turbation (p(l) - p· ,m( t )), we will show 
the following 

T heorem 1. (i) Le! "0 = (Po - p' , mol E ( H'(R~) x H'(R~)) n ( L' (R~) x 
I) (R!)) (md satisfy (L suitable C07ltlJUlibilily cowii /,ioll. A ss1tme tlwt 8" P(p·) > 
o and that flO is sufficien/.ly smail in IP x /-{J . Th.en there exists a 1miq'ltc 

global sol,,/ion (1'(1), m(l)) of (I) . ,ifl. U(!) = (p(!) - p' , ",(I)) E C(lO, 00), 1/' X 
1/3) i nnd U(l} satisfies 

as l ~ 00. 
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(i i) FU I·th cJ7ll.o1"c, we have 

as l -4 00. /Jerc U(t )uo denot es the solI/l ion of llle lincarizcd p,'OblclIl (Lt 

(p· , O) with im:tial value ·Uo. 
(iii) In (ultii tioll to the same assumption OIl (Po - p. ) rno), if l lle (l$STUn t! 

I.hal ( (Po(x) - pO ) dx '" 0, ih,n ln3 
+ 

as t -4oo. 

Decay rate C 'J/4 for IlU(l)Il LhcL' in Tlu ... 'Orem I is t he same as in t he case 
of the Cauchy and exterior problems (13,8, 11 ]). As for ll oxU( tHIL1X L2 we 
have ob ta ined the decay rate i - 9/ 8 which is slower t han the rat e t - S

/
4 for the 

Cauchy and exterior problems 03, 8, II ]) . T his dHference of decay rate is 
d ue 1.0 the analys is for t he linearized I>roblem, where we ha.ve obtained on ly 
IIOrU( I )'U. II L', I.' = 0(1- 9/8), see T heorem 2 below. 

T he properLy IIU(I) - U(t)".IIL"!.' = Orr ' ) in T heorem I is al so dif, 
fc rcnt from t il e one in t he case of t he Cauchy problem, where IIV(l ) -
U( I )". II L', I.' = 0(1-5/4

) holds (13, 5, 6]). To prove t his in Lhe case of the 
Cauchy problem, the property nU(t)8x1toll ,.2x L2 = O(r5/4) for t.he linearized 
problem is used; while in the case of t he problem (.1. 1) on the half space 
we have on ly IIV( [ ) a:r 1lo ll ,~2 xL1 = 0 ([- 1), which is, however, optimal (SE . .'C 
Theorem 3 below). 

We also noLe t ha.t Deckdnick [1, 2J showed th at if (fJo - p" 1 m.u) is suffi 
ciently small in IP x /-/3 (but not necessarily belongs to U x ~I ), t. hen the 
solu tion of (1) sa ti sfi es 

as l -4 00. 

II D,U (i )II L" L' = OU-' /' ), 
IIm(I)liL- = 0(1-' /'), 

IIO. U(I)IIL'" .' = OU-' /') , 
IIp(l) - p' II,._ = 0(1- ' /8 ) 

T heorem I is proved by combining t.he global exist.cnce results by Mat
sumura and Nishida ([1 2]) and the followi ng (k"'C<lY est imates for solut ions to 
t.1,e lilleari'l..ed prob lem at (p ., 0). 
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We write the solution (p, m) or the linear ized problem with initial value 
110 = (Pill 7110) E 1/ 1 

X L'l as 

U(I)uo = ("' (I)uo, V(I}uo), "' (I)uo = p(I,), V(t)uo = m(l , .), 

V(I)uo = (V,(I)uo, V,(I)uo , V,(I)"o) 

Theorem 2. Lel1lO = (Po, mu) E ( H I X L2 ) n (L I X L I ). Then, Ih e1v:. exists 
II positive constant C' slLch that lhe following esti1ll1l1.es hold for" all l 2: I: 

(i ) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

11o" 1I;(I)uoll[,',L'::; Cc"/'(lluoIlL"L' + 11"011[,',[., ) (j = 1, 2), 

110" V3 (I)uoIlL',L' ::; CC'/'(lIuoIlL ',L' + lI uoIlL',v), 

(iv) 
IIU(t)iJ"uoIlL',L' ::; CI-'/'(lIuoIlL',L' + lI uollll' ,v), 

(v) Ifllo = (O,mo), Ilten it holtls 

(v i) We a/so h(we, Jor" Uo = (po,mll), 

lIo,U(t)uoIlL' , v ::; CI-'/'(lItlolIL' ,L' + lIuoIlL',L') ' 

The estimates in Theorem 2 (i) and (v) arc optima.1. In ract, we have the 
rollowing lower bounds. 

Theorem 3. Let tlo = (po,mo) E ( /I ' x L') n (L' x L'). 

(i) If r po(x)dx '" 0, the .. JR, , 
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as t -+ 00 . 

(ii) Assume lIwl ito = (0, mu) with Tflo = (mo,,, mO,'l. mO,3) E 1/ 1 n L' and 

[ 3 7no., (x) dx"# 0 Jor j = ] 0 1" 2. Then we /w ve 
JR, 

as l --t 00. 

Although the optimal decay rate of !IaJ;U( t )UOIl / .. lxl..~ for general 110 = 
(POlmO) E (tIl x 1})n (L ' x U ) is unclear, we ha,vc t he following decay rale 
under some addit ional assumption on Uo. 

Theorcm4. (i) Assume lhal Uo = (po,mu) E (I-ll X L'l)n( U x Ll ). A ssume 
also thal %3110 E L' X L' , Then 

(ii) F'Ilrlhcf'Tn01'C1 in addition Lo the (lssumption oJ (i}j if [ Po(x)dx =f 01 Jn' , 
theu 

ll$ t -t 00. 

FillilJly, we shou ld also mention tha.t , in the case of the whole space and 
the exte rior domai ns, large time behavior of solutions in £P spaces has been 
studied ; by Horr and Zumbrun [3, 4], Kobayas hi and Shibata [9] . Liu and 
Wa.ng [10], and Weike [I ~I J for t.he Cauchy problem, by Kobayashi [7[ and 
Kobayashi and Shibata [8] for the ex t,erior problem . 
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1 Introduction and Main Result 

The Dirichlet problem of the nonlinear Boltzmann equation in the half-space arises 
in the analysis of the kinetic boundary layer. the condensation-evaporation problem 
and other problems related to the kinetic behavior of gas near the wall , [51. The 
mai n concern is to find a solution which lends to an assigned Maxwellian at infini ty. 

An interesting feature of this problem is that not all Dirichlet. data are admissible 
and the number of admissible conditions changes with the far Maxwellian. This has 
been shown for the linear case by many authors [3],[6],[7],[8], main ly in the context 
of the classical Milne's and Kramer's problems. Recently, a nonlinear addmissible 
condition was derived for the discrete velocity model in [13] and the stability of 
steady solutions was proven in [10]. The fulJ nonlinear problem was solved on the 
ex:isitencc of solutions in [9] for the case of the specular re llection boundary condit ion, 
whose proof. however, does not work for the Dirichlet boundary condition, and in 
[2] for this case, but with the ambiguity that the far Maxwellian cannot be fixed a 
priori. Here, we will es tablish the admissible conditions for the fixed far Maxwellian. 
O Uf proof providL'S also a new aspect of the linear problem. 

It should be mentioned that K. Aoki, y, Sone and their group, ([11. [11 1. [12[ and 
references therein) , made an extensive numerical computation on the same nonlinear 
problem . Our result gives a partial explanation of their numerical results. 

We arc concerned with the steady sLaLe of a gas in the 3~dimensional hal f-space 
D = ({x, y, z) E I!(31x > a}, in which the mass density F of gas particles is assumed 
constant on each pl~ne plarallel to the boundary aD although the particle motion is 
3-dimensional, that is, F is assumed to be a function of position x (but not of y,.z:) 
and particle velocity e = (6.6,6) E R,3. Let el stand for the velocity component 
along the x-axis. T hen, F is governed by 

(1. 1 ) 
Q(F, F) , 
Fo({), 
M=(O (x ~ 00), 

x> O. { E 1R3
1 

{, > 0, ({, ,{:J) E IR', 
{E R3, 

Here. Q. the collision operatoTl is a quadratic integral operator in e. We do not use 
ilti explicit form here but need the following two classical propt!rties, [4], [51. 
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(i) Q(F) = 0 if and only if F is a Maxwellian, 

(1.2) p ( I( - ILl' ) 
Mlp, IL, TI(O = (2"T)3/' exp - 27' ' 

which des<:;rihcs the distribution function of a gas in the equlibriurn sLale with t he 
mass density p > D, flow velocity u = (till ti2, ti3) E 1R3 and temperature T > O. 

(ii) A function </>«() is called a collision invariant of Q if 

(</>, Q(F» = 0 for all F, 

(,) being the inner product of £2(IRD. Q has five co llision invariants 

(13) <1>0 = 1, </>, = (. (i = 1, 2, 3), <1>. = 1(1', 
which indicate the conservations of mass , momentum and enery in the course of the 
binary collision of part icles. 

T he second equation in (1.1) is the Dirichlet boundary condition. The Dirichlet 
data Fo({) can be assigned only for incoming particles (el > 0), but not for outgoi ng 
ones ({, < 0) because, then, the problem becomes ill-posed as will be secn from t he 
a priori estimate stated in §3. This corresponds to the physical situation that. one 
can control the incoming distribution but not the outgoing one. 

It is clear that the far field Moo({) in the third equation of (1 .1) cannot be 
assigned arbitrariJy but must be a zero of Q, and hence n Maxwellian. Thus, we 
must take 

Moo = M [Poo,tLoo, Tool, 

with some constants Poo > O,Uoo = (tLoo,I,Uoo,2,l.Lo:l,3) E 1R3, and Too > 0 which are 
the only qua ntities we can control. By a shift of the variable { along the boundary 
aD, we can assume without loss of generality that Uoo,2 = Uoo,3 = O. Therefore, the 
sound speed and Mach number of this equilibrium state are given by 

(1.1) M OO = Uoo,I , 
Coo 

respectively, [5]. Nolc tha t the Howat infinity is incoming (rcsp. outgoing) if 
M~ < 0 (re.p. > 0) and . upersonic (resp .• ub.wnic) if IM~I > I (resp. < I). 

We will See that the Mach number M OO provides significant changes on the 
solvability of (1.1). lndecd, since the boundary condition at x = 00 specified by the 
thi rd equat ion of (1.1 ) is imposed for aU { , it is over-determined (ill-posed) and as a 
consequence, (1.1) may not be solvable un<:o nditionaliy. Actually, we will show that 
the number of solvabil ity conditions changes with M OO. 1b state this precisely, :;et 

(1.5) 
[ 

0, 

n + = 1, 
4, 
5, 

M~ 

-1 < M OO 
0 < M~ 

1 < M OO, 
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and introduce the weight function 

(1.6) 

with J3 E lR. Our main result is 

Theorem 1.1 Suppose M oo f 0, ±l and let J3 > 3/2. Then, there exist positive 
numbers 'O,U, CO. and a C' map 

(I. 7) 

such that the following holds. 
(i) For any Po satisfying 

(1.8) 

and 

( 1.9) 

the problem (1 .1) has a unique solution F in the class 

(I. Hi) 

(ii) The set of Po satisfying (1.8) and (1.9) forms a (locaJ) C' manifold of codimen
sion n + . 

Remark 1.2 For each given Moo, (1.8) is a smallness condition on the deviation 
of Fo from MCX) whereas (1.9) gives restrictions on Fo however small it may be, if 
,,+ 1:- O. Thus, our theorem says that the problem (1.1) is solvable unconditionally 
for !lny Fo sufficiently close to Moo if M CX) < - 1 but otherwise not . A physical 
explanation of this is thai if MOO < -1, any phenomena ncar the boundary cannot 
affed the far field while a part of them can propagate to infinity and affect the far 
field if M~ > -I. 

Remark 1.3 In the numerical works made in \1 1], [121 and references therein, the 
Dirichlet data Fo is fixed to be the standard Maxwellian MP ,O , l ](~) (of course 
for (I > 0), and values of three parameters (Poo,M oo, Too) are sought numerically 
which admit smooth solutions connecting Fo and Moo. The conclusion is that the set 
of such admissible values is, in the parameter space lR3, a union of a 3-dimensional 
subdomain in the domain M co < -1, a 2-dimensional surface in - 1 < MOO < ° and 
a I-dimensional curve in ° < M OO < 1 whereas no solutions are found if MOO > 1. 
Our theorem agrees with this for the case M co < 1 in the sense that the codimensiotl 
of the above menLiom.>d regions of admissible values is just 71+ in the parameter spa(;e 
!R3. For the case M OO > I, Fo = M(l ,O, 11 may not satisfy the solvability condition 
(1.9) and hence, no solutions. 
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Remark 1.4 The stability of the stat ionary solutions obtained in Theorem 1.1 is 
an important issue. 1n the talk , we will show the exponentially a.symptotic ~tll.bil it.y 

for the case M OO < -1. 

2 A Remark on the Linearized Problem 

Our proof relics Oll the analysis of the corresponding linearized problem at Mco. It 
provides also a new aspect of the linear problems discussed in \31,[6]'[7],[8]. 

We shall look for the solut ion of (1. 1) in the form 

(2.1 ) 

where Wo is the weight of (1.6) with J1 = o. T hen, the problem (1.1 ) reduces t. 

(2.2) 

where 

LI ~ WO-
1 { Q{Moo, Wof) + Q{Wo/, Moo) }, 

x>O, €EIR3, 
( E IR~, 
( E IR', 

ru) ~ Wo- 1Q{WoI, Wof), 

Go = WO- l(Fo - Moo) . 

The operat.or L is linear while the remainder r is quadratic. 
The lineari7..oo problem of (1. 1) at Moo is just (2.2) with the t.erm ru) dropped j 

(2.3) 
{

(d. - LI ~ 0, 
11.=0 ~ ao{() , 

I ~ 0 (x ~ 00), 

x > 0, (E IR', 
( E IR!, 
( E JR', 

We can get the following linear version of Theorem 1.1. 

Theorem 2.1 Suppose M oo -; O,±l. Then, lhe7·e exist n+ Junctions T" ~ i::; 
n + , oJ L2(lR!, (JdO such thatJor any ao E R.l. willt 

(2.3) has a unique L2 solulion J which lends to 0 exponenlially as x -+ 00. 

Rernark 2.2 This theorem says that for the linear problem (2.3), the map IV of 
Theorem 1.1 is linear and the manifold of admiss ible ao is the hyperplane R.i. 
Actually, \lI has the form 

(2.4) 

where <, >+ denole the inner product of ~2( 1R!). 
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1n order to compare our result with the ones known so far , recall the linear operator 
Land pul N = kerL. H hi classical thal 

(2.5) 

where 4>i is as in (1.3) and lhus N can be taken a 5 dimensional subspace of L2([R3). 
Let P : £ 2(JR3) _ N be the orthogonal projection and defIne the linear operator 

which is the 5-dime:;ional bounded self adjoint operator and has lhe eigenvalues 

(2.6) )q = Uoo,1 - Coo, ).i = Uoo, l (i = 2,3,4), >'5 = Uoo,l + Coo, 

on N. Define 
r = lilA; < a}. 

Note that n+ of (1.5) isjus t # / + . Lel X} be the eigenfunction corresponding to the 
eigenvalue ).j ' In [71, the following is proved. 

Theorem 2 .3 ( [7)) For any ao E L2(IR~'~ld~) and far any constants ej,j E 1- , 
there exists a unique £2 solution 1 satisfying the first two equations of (2.3) and 
instead of Ute last one, the atLriliary condition 

< Xi, I(x ,·) >= c;, x> 0, j E r. 
Moreover, there exists an element 100 E N such that 

I ~ 1= (x ~ 00) in L'(1R3
). 

The proof in [71 does noL tell us how to delermine the limit fCXJ. However, since 
(2.3) is linear and thal 100 E N = kerL, we see that j = f - 100 solves all of three 
equations in (2.3) with ao replaced by ao - fOO l and thereby, it follows from Theorem 
2.1 that ao - 1= should be in R~ . . 

3 Outline of the Proof 

There are two ingredients in our proof. One is to add an artificial "damping" term 
and the other is to introduce the spatial weight function en, q > O. 

1b construct the damping term, decompose the opera.tor A on N into the pos
itive and negative parts A+, A- , and denote the corresponding eigenprojections by 
P+, P- . Note that if ,M= 01 0, ± l , then A has not zero eigenvalues (see (2.6)), '" 
that 
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We modify (2.2) by adding to its right hand side the damping term defined by 

-.., p+ (,f, .., > 0, 

and then rewrite it by putting J = e-n g, to deduce 

(3. 1 ) 

with 

(3.2) 

{

(,g. - u(,g - Lg ~ 
gl.=, = 
g~ 

h- ..,P+(,g, 
no«(), 
O(x~ oo), 

x> 0, (E 1R3
, 

(E R!, 
(E R3

, 

Note that for the case M OO < - 1, we have n+ = 0 and P+ = 0, and hellce no 
damping term. 

Take the inner product of (3.1) and 9 in L2(1R+ x jRJ) and integrate by parts, t.o 
deduce 

(3.3) < l(dg',9' > _ +(Bg, g) - (Lg, g) =< (,u" no >+ +(h, g), 

where gO = 91,..",0 while 

B = -u(. + ..,p+(, , u,'" > O. 

Seemingly, this has not a good sign but it does 011 N if i :> (J > 0 as seen from 

PBP = - uA + ..,A+ = -uA- + (.., - u)A+. 

On the other hand, it is classical that L is negative definite on N J.. , so that if h is 
assumed given and (3.1) is looked as a linear problem, then, (3.3) establishes a nice 
L2 energy estimate of g. 

The estimate thus obtained is enough to construct our solutions. First, the same 
estimate can be derived for the adjoint problem to (3.1). which then enable us, 
together with Rjc:sz representation theorm, to conclude the existence of weak L2 
~o lution 9 to (3.1). Furthermore, taking suitable test functions , the "weak= strong" 
theorem can be established, and thus 9 is a unique strong solution and satisfies the 
above mentioned /} estimate. Finally, starting from this estimate and u!S ing the 
bootstrap argument, we can get the estimate of the L~ norm of 9 in terms of those 
of It and ao. 

Now, the contractioll argument applies to the nonlinear problem (3.1) with (3.2) 
and proves the existence of Loo solutions for sufliccntly smal l ao. 

In the case M OO < - I, this gives the solutions to (2.2) and hence La the original 
problem (1.1). It remains to discuss the case M oo> -1. Clearly, if 

(3.4) 
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then 9 is also a solution of the origi nal problem without the extra damping term. 
We can show that the condition (3.4) reduces to 

(3.5) 

where gO = gl~""o . Clearly. 9 and hence gO are determined uniquely by the boundary 
data an. Write 

Identify ing the space P+ N with IR."+, we can show that (3.6) defines a C 1 map 

(3.7) 

and "'(0) = O. Moreover, we can prove 

Proposition 3.1 The Frechet derivalive of '" at ao = 0 is given by (2 .4 ). 

This and the implicii function theorem, then, prove thai ihe set of no's satisfying 
IJI (ClQ) = 0 forms a C l manifold of codimeniion n+ I whence Theorem 1.1 follows. 
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